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A trio of eminent Old Testament scholars--Francis Brown, R. Driver, and Charles Briggs--spent over

twenty years researching, writing, and preparing "The Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English

Lexicon." Since it first appeared in the early part of the twentieth century, BDB has been considered

the finest and most comprehensive Hebrew lexicon available to the English-speaking student.

Based upon the classic work of Wilhelm Gesenius, the "father of modern Hebrew lexicography,"

BDB gives not only dictionary definitions for each word, but relates each word to its Old Testament

usage and categorizes its nuances of meaning. BDB's exhaustive coverage of Old Testament

Hebrew words, as well as its unparalleled usage of cognate languages and the wealth of

background sources consulted and quoted, render BDB and invaluable resource for all students of

the Bible.
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I ordered the in February 2014. I am very familiar with using the BDB Lexicon as a reference tool as

I am studying and teaching myself Hebrew. I was cautious because of some of the 1-star comments

that claimed the text was poorly copied and hard to read, or that a group of pages were missing. I

finally took a chance and ordered the book.I was very pleased to find the book has wonderfully

printed pages - realize that the original is over 100 years ago so the type setting font is more

compressed than currently preferred. The ink to page contrast is very readable; it is not hard to



read. All the pages appear present. The missing pages comments must be from a particular printing

mistake. All three indexes, Strongs # to BDB, Hebrew verb roots to BDB and Aramaic verb roots to

BDB, are found at the back of the text. To top everything off, the tan and green hard cover looks

beautiful.This book is accurately represented. The price was incredibly affordable. I would

recommend this to anyone wanting their own copy of the BDB Hebrew-English Lexicon.

I'm not a linguistics major or a Biblical Hebrew Scholar so I cannot testify as to the quality of the

essential nature of this tome, however, it is instrumental to my Hebrew III class and the Pelt and

Pratico Vocab guide just wasn't sufficient for the task. You get a lot of bang for your buck with this

book.Now, The customer image of the pretty brown book is what you will get when you order from .

I've talked to a few  employees and all of them were ignorant as to the facts of what I would get if I

ordered this book. Some will get a 7th Printing (2003),some will get 13th printing (2010), or maybe

some where in-between. I got the 13th printing and it has 1204 pages while the 7th, I think, has

1185 pages. I don't know how important this things are, but I wanted to make sure to get the brown

and green cover and  (whose customer service is 99.9% fantastic)was unable to tell me what I

would get so I just ordered and crossed my fingers. So if you order new you will most likely get the

latest printing, which at the time of this writing is brown and green.Good luck in your Hebrew studies

everyone, and remember if you really want to understand the TaNaCh, make sure you consult the

Rabbinical Scholastic commentaries. Artscroll has a great Chumash with lots of invaluable

commentary. ''''Shalom

The book itself is great. But ATTENTION! Pages 425-458 are missing in the hardcover edition! It's a

great disappointment for me.

I was used to HALOT, so mainly the format (i.e. finding the roots and derivations) was the main

problem. I am glad I now have both for reference!

Has been a huge help in my Biblical Hebrew class. The textbook we use has a limited lexicon in the

back, but the BDB is has been immensely helpful. Takes some practice to use, but once you get it,

it's awesome.

This book is a great help to enhance my studies in Hebrew.I recommend it to anyone serious about

studying the Hebrew language



If you"re wanting to find the Hebrew or Greek translation, this book is wonderful.
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